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Abstract
This study reports on the effect of graphene oxide (GO) on the hydration of
Portland cement (PC) and industrial clinker. GO accelerates PC hydration,
whereas it temporarily retards that of clinker. This difference reflects a twofold
behaviour of GO in cement pastes. Retardation is due to the interaction of GO
with the surface of hydrating grains, while acceleration results from a seeding
effect. Gypsum causes this difference. GO is shown to have little effect on the
strength of hardened pastes, and this merely relates to the change of hydration
degree, as opposed to reinforcing effect formerly assumed. Overall, GO is not
particularly active as a nucleation surface, as it aggregates and behaves in a
similar way to inert fillers (e.g. quartz). Polycarboxylate-ether copolymer could
make GO an active seed in cement pastes, as it prevents GO from aggregating.
Nevertheless, this was found to occur only in alite pastes but not PC pastes.
Keywords: Graphene oxide, Portland cement, Alite, Polycarboxylate-ether
copolymer, Hydration kinetics
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1. Introduction

2

Graphene oxide (GO) is composed of a single layer of mixed sp2 and sp3 hy-

3

bridised carbon atoms, functionalised with various oxygen-derived groups such
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as carbonyl, hydroxyl and carboxyl [1]. A GO single layer has a thickness of

5

about 0.7-1 nm and a lateral size ranging from hundreds of nanometers to tens

6

or hundreds of micrometers [2]. Fig. 1 shows a schematic model of GO molecu-

7

lar structure. It is generally accepted that carboxyl sites are primarily located

8

around the edges of GO layers whereas the other functional groups are within

9

the carbon network [1, 2]. These oxygen groups are hydrophilic, which allows

10

GO to form stable colloids in water. As a derivative of graphene, GO possesses a

11

high in-plane Young’s modulus (210 to 470 GPa [3, 4]) and high specific surface

12

area (1500-1700 m2 /g [5, 6]). Due to these characteristics, it has often been

13

stated that GO could be utilised as a reinforcing and/or nucleation-seeding ad-

14

ditive in cement pastes whose matrix suffers from a low tensile strength [7, 8].

15

Previous studies have claimed that adding GO to cement pastes or mortars

16

improves the compressive, flexural and tensile strengths of these systems. The

17

strength improvements were found to occur in systems made of Portland cement

18

(PC) [7, 9–20], alkali activated slag [21] and magnesium phosphate [22]. The

19

majority of these studies assumed that GO layers were well dispersed in the

20

paste matrix. However, evidence has emerged that GO aggregates in the pore

21

solution of alite [5] and PC pastes [23, 24]. Therefore, it seems likely that the

22

strength improvements reported for PC-GO systems resulted from the presence

23

of GO aggregates and not of single layers [25, 26].

24

GO is susceptible of aggregation in PC pastes, as it reacts with divalent and

25

trivalent cations as well as hydroxide ions present in the paste solution. The

26

aggregation occurs while mixing the paste, and starts from the very beginning

27

of hydration when cement particles dissolve in water. The high pH level in

28

PC pastes (pH>12) causes hydrogen to dissociate from the GO carboxyl sites

29

where calcium, the most abundant cation in PC paste, forms COO− -Ca2+ -

30

−

OOC complexes [5]. Since calcium is a divalent cation, it tends to react with

31

two carboxylated sites. As a result, it bridges the GO layers, causing their

32

aggregation [5, 28]. Other divalent or trivalent cations can act similarly [28, 29].

33

In addition to the cationic effect, GO reacts with hydroxide ions in alkaline

34

solutions and loses the majority of its oxygen-bearing groups. Reduction of GO
2

Fig. 1: A simple schematic model of GO atomic structure, showing the presence of carboxyl
sites at edges of the GO layer while other functional groups, such as hydroxyl, are located
on the basal plane. Grey, red and white atoms represent carbon, oxygen, and hydrogen,
respectively. The actual atomic structure of GO is complicated and the oxygen groups are
randomly distributed within the carbon network [1]. Compared to graphene, the structure of
GO is damaged as a result of oxidation, with holes up to 5 nm2 present in some cases [27].

35

was found to occur in aqueous electrolytes containing LiOH [29], NaOH, KOH

36

[30, 31] and Ca(OH)2 [5]. It appears that all GO functional groups are prone

37

to reduction in alkaline solutions except carboxylate [31]. This phenomenon

38

contributes to GO aggregation in alkaline solutions. GO remains dispersed in

39

water because the oxygen groups on its basal plane increase the repulsive forces

40

between the individual layers, overcoming the van der Waals attractions [28, 29].

41

However, as the oxygen groups disappear in alkaline solutions, the overall force

42

acting between the GO layers switches from repulsion to attraction, causing

43

GO to aggregate. Therefore, high pH environments, such as that of PC pore

44

solution, tend to cause GO to aggregate [5].

45

Despite some of the recent advances in understanding the role of GO in PC

46

pastes, several issues remain open. The first issue concerns the interaction of GO

47

with cement particles while mixing the paste. GO is negatively charged in water

48

(with zeta-potential lower than -30 mV) as it carboxylates. GO layers become
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49

even more negatively charged in alkaline solutions, as more carboxyl sites are

50

deprotonated [32]. Wang et al. [33] suggested that carboxylated GO adsorbs

51

onto the surface of PC particles in the paste. This mechanism is plausible

52

because PC grains are known to possess a positive electrostatic charge in water

53

[34], so in principle, GO layers could be attracted to PC surfaces. This is similar

54

to how carboxylated molecules or copolymers behave in cement pastes, where

55

they are well known to retard cement hydration. They do this because they

56

adsorb on the surface of hydrating particles and hinder the dissolution of cement

57

and/or precipitation of hydration products [34–37]. However, this may not be

58

the case for GO as it has been shown to accelerate cement hydration [5, 38].

59

Therefore, the charge characteristics of the surfaces alone seems insufficient to

60

explain the interaction between GO and PC grains in water.

61

Secondly, the reason why GO strengthens PC pastes has remained unclear.

62

Some suggest that GO serves for the nucleation of hydration precipitates, caus-

63

ing a higher degree of hydration [9, 10, 12, 14, 16]. Others propose that GO

64

reinforces the paste matrix at the nano-scale [11, 15, 17, 18, 20, 25, 26]. A com-

65

bination of these two mechanisms has also been suggested [7, 11, 15, 19, 38].

66

However, the reinforcing mechanism is often posited with no convincing evi-

67

dence. Moreover, pastes containing GO hydrate faster than plain pastes, and

68

this makes it difficult to decouple the effect of nucleation seeding from that of

69

reinforcing.

70

Another issue relates to the methods proposed to prevent GO aggregation

71

in PC paste pore solution [23, 24, 39, 40]. Evidence exists that polycarboxylate

72

ether (PCE) copolymer prevents GO from aggregation in Ca(OH)2 and NaOH

73

electrolytes (molarities and PCE/GO ratios were unfortunately not specified)

74

[23, 24]. Lu et al. [39] demonstrated that PCE stabilises GO dispersion in dilute

75

PC suspensions, with water-to-PC mass ratio of 15. From this observation,

76

they claim that PCE disperses GO in PC pastes with water-to-PC ratio of

77

0.35, thereby strengthening the hardened matrix. Similar claims have also been

78

reported elsewhere [23, 24, 39]. However, it is not obvious to which extent the

79

behaviour of GO in such dilute suspensions can be generalised to pastes with
4

80

much lower water content.

81

Following from our previous study on the effect of GO on alite hydration [5],

82

a series of isothermal calorimetry tests were used in this paper to investigate the

83

effect of GO on the hydration of industrial clinker, either alone or in substitu-

84

tion with gypsum and limestone. These systems were chosen because they are

85

of intermediate complexity between alite and PC. The heat evolution patterns

86

of clinker hydration are then compared to those obtained for alite and PC hy-

87

dration. Results show that GO acts very differently in clinker paste compared

88

to alite and PC pastes, which sheds some new light on the behaviour of GO

89

in cement pastes. We also report the compressive strengths of PC and clinker

90

pastes at 7, 14, and 28 days of hydration as a function of total hydration heat.

91

This allows any reinforcing effect to be isolated from that of nucleation-seeding.

92

Finally, this study reports on the effectiveness of PCE copolymer in dispersing

93

GO nano-layers in alite or PC pastes, with a view to test some of the claims

94

found in the literature.

95

2. Materials and Methods

96

2.1. Synthesis and characterisation of graphene oxide

97

Graphene oxide was synthesised following the procedure described in [5].

98

Three grams of graphite flakes (+100 mesh, Sigma Aldrich) were added to

99

360 mL of concentrated H2 SO4 (≥ 95 wt.%, Fischer Chemicals) and 40 mL

100

of concentrated H3 PO4 (≥ 95 wt.%, Fischer Chemicals). Following this, 18 g

101

of KMnO4 (≥ 99.0%, Fluke Biochemika) was gradually added into the acid-

102

graphite mixture. This mixture was kept at 25 ◦ C and left to stir for 96 hours

103

using a magnetic stirrer. Thereafter, the mixture was cooled in an ice bath

104

and was slowly diluted with 400 mL of distilled water. H2 O2 solution (≥ 30

105

wt%, Sigma Aldrich) was then added drop-wise to the reaction mixture until

106

the solution became bright yellow and no further colour change was observed.

107

The solids were collected by centrifugation at 3500 rpm for 1 hour and were

108

sequentially washed with deionised water, HCl (∼3.5 wt.%) and acetone (each

5

109

conducted five times). The solid residue, which is graphite oxide, was dried for

110

seven days under vacuum at room temperature.

111

Dried graphite oxide was characterised using an X-ray photoelectron spec-

112

trometer (K-Alpha XPS, ThermoFisher Scientific) with a monochromated Al

113

Kα source (E=1486.6 eV). The XPS spectra were recorded on dried graphite

114

oxide flakes over a spot size of 400 µm and dwell time of 50 ms. The flakes

115

were prepared by depositing the acetone-washed graphite oxide on a filter pa-

116

per and drying it for seven days in a desiccator. This helped produce flakes

117

with analogous thicknesses for XPS analyses (always ∼0.5 mm). XPS survey

118

scans (Fig. 2a) were conducted three times with a resolution of 1 eV, and the

119

C1s spectrum (Fig. 2b) was recorded 10 times with a resolution of 0.1 eV. This

120

setup was chosen based on a number of preliminary trials. Data shown in Fig. 2

121

confirm that the synthesised graphite oxide is mainly composed of carbon and

122

oxygen (and hydrogen) with no other elements present in the sample, and that

123

the synthesis procedure employed in this study resulted in a highly oxidised

124

GO with oxygen-to-carbon ratio of about 0.52. This was also consistent with

125

the mass of the bulk graphite oxide after its synthesis; 3 grams of graphite

126

led to about 5 grams of graphite oxide. The high oxidation level acquired in

127

this study is in agreement with previous reports [41]. It is important to note

128

that XPS surveys are often obtained on solid samples pressed onto a carbon

129

substrate, but, as Fig. 2 shows, this gives an inaccurate elemental composition

130

for graphite oxide as the carbon in the substrate could contribute to the XPS

131

measurements. Indium was used on top of the carbon substrate in this study

132

to avoid any background contribution from the substrate. Fig. 2b shows the

133

C1s pattern of graphite oxide, which confirms three chemical states for carbon

134

consistent with our previous study [5]. In detail, these states relate to sp2 and

135

sp3 hybridised, C=O and C-O, and carboxyl-like structures.

136

GO colloids were prepared by exfoliating graphite oxide in de-ionised water

137

using a sonication bath (Fisher Scientific, FB15050) for 1 hour. The thickness of

138

GO layers was measured using the tapping mode of an Atomic Force Microscope

139

(Bruker Dimension 3100). This technique is a typical way of characterising the
6

Fig. 2: XPS characterisation of graphite oxide. (a) XPS survey spectra of graphite oxide,
recorded on samples that were pressed onto indium (top) or carbon (bottom) substrate. Data
indicate an O:C ratio of 0.52 for sample on indium substrate, which is higher than that
measured for the carbon substrate. This suggests that carbon substrate contributes to the
XPS data and that data obtained on indium would give a better estimate of O:C ratio. Data
also shows that the graphite oxide sample is mainly made of carbon and oxygen, and there
is no trace of other elements in the sample. (b) C1s spectrum, suggesting three states for
carbon: sp2 and sp3 hybridised, C=O and C-O, and carboxyl-like structures.

140

thickness/topography of a GO sample [2]. The sample for AFM analysis was

141

prepared by depositing a 0.5 mg/ml GO colloid on the surface of a freshly

142

cleaved Mica surface. Mica was used because of its ultra-flat surface, providing

143

a desired substrate for imaging GO layers. Fig. 3a shows the topographic image

144

of deposited GO. The height profile of some of the layers are presented in Fig. 3b.

145

As it can be seen, GO is mostly in the form of single layers with a thickness of

146

about 1 nm, consistent with our previous work [5]. The oxidation method used

147

in this study resulted in a graphite oxide that readily exfoliates in water with

7

148

no need to add any other chemicals, such as surfactants [5].

Fig. 3: AFM micrograph of GO single layers. (a) tapping mode image of GO deposited on the
mica surface, (b) height profile for the dashed-line shown in figure (a). GO has a thickness
of about 1 nm, consistent with previous observations [5, 41]. This thickness was dominant in
the sample.

149

2.2. Inorganic materials

150

Three hydraulic materials were used in this study: PC, industrial clinker

151

and alite. PC and clinker were both supplied by Quinn building products (UK).

152

PC was CEM I 52.5N in accordance with the composition specified in British

153

standard [42]. Clinker was received in the form of large aggregates which were

154

ground using a ball-mill grinder (PM 100, Retsch), and particles passed through

155

a 80 µm sieve were used. After grinding the clinker, the powders were stored

156

in a well-sealed container to avoid contact with the moisture present in labora-

157

tory environment. Alite, which is a mono-clinic polymorph of Ca3 SiO5 (C3 S),
8

158

was synthesised in the laboratory according to the high-temperature solid-state

159

procedure followed in [5]. A 3:1 stoichiometric mixture of high-purity CaCO3

160

and SiO2 (≥ 99 wt.%, Sigma Aldrich) doped by 1.1 wt.% MgO and 0.7 wt.%

161

Al2 O3 (≥ 99 wt.%, Sigma Aldrich) were blended and wet-homogenised in a

162

mixer. Following this, the mixture was dried and de-carbonated for 5 hours

163

at 1000 ◦ C. The resultant product was pressed into pellets and heated at 1500

164

◦

C for a period of 8 hours in a muffle furnace. Sintering was repeated three

165

times to reduce the amount of free calcium oxide remaining in the sample [43].

166

The pellets were then removed from the furnace and quenched immediately in

167

the air. Once cooled, the material was ground using the ball-mill grinder, and

168

particles passed the 80 µm sieve were selected for this study.

169

Gypsum (CaSO4 .2H2 O) and limestone powders were obtained from Saint-

170

Gobain (UK) and Omya (UK), respectively. The particle size distribution of all

171

solid powders used in this study was measured using a particle characterisation

172

instrument (Morphologi G3, Malvern Instruments) and is shown in Fig. 4.

173

PC, clinker and alite were also characterised using an X-ray diffractometer

174

(PANalytical X’Pert Pro) with a Cu Kα radiation source. The X-ray diffraction

175

(XRD) patterns are shown in Fig. 5 and were recorded over 2θ ranging from

176

20◦ to 70◦ and step size of 0.033◦ with the X-ray tube operated at 40 kV with

177

40 mA. The XRD patterns of PC and clinker contain all the peaks observed

178

in the alite pattern. This is consistent with the fact that the former two are

179

mostly composed of alite. However, there are a few peaks in PC and clinker

180

patterns which cannot be found in alite. These are highlighted in Fig. 5. Due

181

to the complexity and overlapping of diffraction peaks associated with different

182

minerals in clinker and PC, no attempt was made to identify these peaks and

183

quantify the minerals. However, the XRD patterns confirm that the compo-

184

sition of these materials are different. According to the data provided by the

185

supplier, the clinker (which was also used in PC) has the following mineralogical

186

composition: 40-60% alite, 12.5-30% belite, 7-12% aluminate, and 6-10% ferrite.

9

Fig. 4: Particle size distribution of all inorganic materials used in this study. All materials
have a similar fineness except limestone which is slightly finer compared to other materials.

Fig. 5: X-ray powder diffraction pattern of PC, clinker and synthetic alite. Peaks highlighted
with dashed lines show the differences between PC and clinker patterns with that of alite. The
difference arises from the presence of phases other than alite in clinker and PC, for instance
belite and aluminate.

187

2.3. Iso-thermal calorimetry

188

An isothermal calorimeter (TAM Air model, TA instruments) was used to

189

measure the hydration heat of cement pastes. The instrument is highly accurate

190

with a detection limit of 4 µW and baseline drift of less than 40 µW over two

191

weeks. All calorimetry tests were conducted at 20 ◦ C and in three replicates
10

192

unless otherwise stated.

193

Pastes were prepared by mixing 4 g of solid powder with deionised water

194

which either contained GO or not. PC and alite were only used alone, but

195

clinker was either used alone or partly substituted with gypsum or limestone.

196

In some cases, alite and PC pastes were prepared in the presence of a PCE

197

copolymer (Viscocrete10, Sika). For these samples, the GO colloids were first

198

prepared using the procedure outlined before. The copolymer was then added to

199

the colloids and stirred by a magnetic stirrer for 30 seconds. The total water to

200

solid mass ratio varied, but this was always fixed to either 0.4, 0.5 or 0.6. After

201

the initial contact of the solids with water, the mixture was stirred at a speed of

202

400 rpm for 2 minutes in a plastic vial using an overhead stirrer (RW 20, IKA).

203

Thereafter, the vial was sealed tightly and placed into the calorimeter. For each

204

sample, the whole preparation process up to the initial point of measurement

205

required about 3 minutes. The first hour of the calorimetry data was discarded

206

in all experiments. This ensured that the measured heat only corresponded to

207

the hydration reactions, and that the pastes were at the equilibrium with the

208

calorimeter.

209

2.4. Compressive strength tests

210

The compressive strength of the pastes was determined at 7, 14 and 28 days

211

of hydration. Strength tests were preformed using a servo-hydraulic machine

212

(Advabtest 9, Controls group) with a maximum capacity of 300 kN and a loading

213

platen made of hardened steel. PC and clinker were the only hydraulic materials

214

used in this experiment. Water-to-solid ratio was fixed to 0.4 for all pastes.

215

Specimens were 25 mm cubes. Each cube was prepared and cast individually

216

by mixing 21.7 gr of PC or clinker powder with 8.7 mL of aqueous solution

217

(with or without GO). This led to pastes with a desired volume to fit a 25 mm

218

cube. Our mixing process is somewhat unusual. The reason for mixing cubes

219

individually was to ensure that each specimen contains a fixed amount of GO.

220

Unfortunately, this could not be achieved using the standard mixing methods

221

such as ASTM-C109 [44], as GO aggregates while mixing the pastes [5]. This
11

222

resulted in a highly scattered strength data as shown in Fig. 6. The large scatter

223

observed for standard mixing was due to the fact that aggregated GO was not

224

dispersed homogeneously amongst different samples during casting; that is each

225

cube contained a different quantity of GO. To avoid this, samples were mixed

226

individually which resulted in a lower scatter (Fig. 6).

Fig. 6: Compressive strength of PC paste containing 0.08%GO (added with respect to PC
mass) at 28 days of hydration, indicating the effect of mixing method. Standard mixing
refers to the results obtained following ASTM-C109 [44], but individual mixing is for samples
prepared individually using overhead stirrer. Data were obtained by testing 10 cubes (25 mm),
and the error bars show the whole variation in strength data but exclude the faulty samples
according to ASTM-C109.

227

Pastes were mixed in a small plastic container using the IKA overhead stirrer

228

at a speed of 2000 rpm and for a period of 3 minutes. The volume of paste for

229

each cube was sufficiently small so that the stirrer could provide an appropriate

230

mixing condition. Thereafter, each paste was cast into moulds that had three

231

compartments. After casting, each mould was subjected to vibration for 30

232

seconds. Immediately after, moulds were carefully covered with a plastic foil

233

and were then placed in the moist room for 24 hours. After this time, the

234

samples were placed in a plastic container filled with saturated lime water until

235

they were tested for compressive strength.

236

The total maximum load indicated by the testing machine was recorded for

237

each specimen, and the corresponding compressive strength was calculated ac12

238

cording to ASTM-C109 [44]. Samples were loaded at a rate of 1200 N/s. For

239

each cube, dimensions of the surfaces subjected to the loading was measured

240

and used for the strength calculation. Strength data obtained for each batch of

241

specimens were averaged and reported along with their variation. Faulty speci-

242

mens (as defined in ASTM-C109 [44]) were excluded from strength calculations.

243

One sample per 10 cubes was usually found faulty. The coefficient of variation

244

varied depending on the sample, but this was found to be less than 7% after

245

excluding faulty data, which satisfies the requirements stated in ASTM-C109

246

standard.

247

2.5. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)

248

A SEM microscope (JEOL JSM-6480LV) in back-scattered electron (BSE)

249

mode was used to study hydrated alite pastes containing the PCE copolymer.

250

The primary aim was to investigate whether GO has a seeding effect during

251

hydration; that is whether GO causes precipitates to grow on the gain surfaces

252

as well as in the paste pore space. Samples selected for the SEM analysis were

253

first studied in the calorimeter. To do this, PCE was first added to a GO colloid

254

(the amount of PCE and GO depended on the mix design). This was then

255

mixed with alite powder by hand in the calorimetry vial for 30 seconds. Once

256

the caloirmetry test was completed, pastes were removed from the instrument

257

and further cured at 20 ◦ C. The total curing time for each sample was 14 days,

258

including the period of calorimetry experiment. When the desired time had

259

elapsed, the hydration was ceased by drying the pastes in a freeze-drier for 8

260

hours with no pre-freezing. It is known that freeze-drying can be damaging to

261

microstructural features in the paste, however as this part of the study only aims

262

to locate the regions where hydrates were formed, the drying method makes no

263

significant difference to the conclusions. Dried samples were impregnated with

264

an epoxy resin (EPO-SET, Metprep) under vacuum conditions, and left in a

265

plastic mould for 24 hours to set at room temperature. The resin-impregnated

266

specimens were gently ground using different grades of abrasive papers (silicon

267

carbide, Metprep) and then polished with diamond pastes (Metprep) down to
13

268

1µm. Finally, the polished surfaces were coated with gold and used for the

269

SEM-BSE imaging.

270

3. Results and Discussion

271

3.1. Effect of GO on the hydration of clinker

272

Fig. 7 shows the rate of heat evolution for the hydration of clinker in the

273

absence or presence of various quantities of GO. GO reduces the rate of heat flow

274

during the acceleration period, and it delays the time at which the maximum

275

heat flow occurs. However, the value of maximum heat flow remains almost

276

the same in all samples. From these observations, it is evident that GO has a

277

retarding effect on clinker hydration, and that the extent of this effect depends

278

on the amount of GO added in the pastes.

Fig. 7: Rate of heat evolution of clinker hydration in the absence and presence of GO, measured
for pastes with water-to-clinker ratio of 0.4. The data was normalised with respect to clinker
mass and error bars show the whole range of heat flow at different hydration times, calculated
for three replicates.

279

To assess the reproducibility of the retardation observed for clinker-GO

280

pastes, the calorimetry tests were repeated three times for each of the mixes

281

shown in Fig. 7. It was found that the extent of retardation varied widely, and

282

this led us to repeat the calorimetry tests 20 times – each time the hydration of

283

one plain clinker paste was only compared to that of a paste containing 0.08%
14

284

of GO. The time and level of heat flow at the peak, denoted tp and Hp respec-

285

tively, were read from each heat evolution curve. Fig. 8 shows how the addition

286

of GO changes tp and Hp for clinker pastes. For comparison, this figure also

287

shows the effect of GO on the heat evolution curve of alite hydration, based on

288

the data reported in [5]. In agreement with Fig. 7, Fig. 8 confirms that GO has

289

little effect on the maximum value of heat flow in clinker pastes. However, GO

290

delays the time of the peak although this change is very variable, ranging from

291

1 to 10 hours. In spite of this variability, Fig. 8 clearly shows that retardation

292

is the only significant effect on clinker hydration. By contrast, the addition of

293

GO in alite paste only induced acceleration during hydration, with much less

294

scatter. In alite pastes, GO increases the level of heat flow at the peak and

295

slightly accelerates the time of maximum heat flow.

Fig. 8: The extent to which the addition of GO in clinker pastes alters the position of time and
heat flow at the peak of calorimetry curve (denoted tp and Hp resp.). Each dot corresponds
to an independent experiment, and shows the difference observed for tp and Hp between a
plain paste and that containing 0.08% GO. All clinker data are for pastes with a water-to-solid
ratio of 0.4. Alite data are for pastes with various water-to-solid ratio (inc. 0.4), based on
calorimetry tests reported in [5].

296

To examine the longer-term effect of GO on the kinetics of clinker hydration,

297

Fig. 9 shows the cumulative heat evolution of clinker pastes measured for 90

298

hours, in the absence and presence of GO. The patterns reveal that the slow-
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299

down in clinker hydration only happens temporarily (between 12 to 24 hours

300

for the samples shown in this figure), after which the total heat recorded for

301

pastes with GO becomes higher than that of plain paste. This is more visible in

302

Fig. 9 for clinker pastes containing 0.08% GO. This observation demonstrates

303

that GO affects clinker hydration in two different ways: it initially retards the

304

hydration, but eventually accelerates it. Each curve shown in Fig. 9 is the

305

average of the heat data obtained from three samples made of the same paste.

306

A similar retarding/accelerating behaviour was observed when the experiment

307

was repeated but the data shown in Fig. 9 was chosen for presentation because

308

the retardation is one of the longest.

Fig. 9: The cumulative heat evolution of clinker hydration with and without the addition of
GO, measured for pastes with water-to-solid ratio of 0.4. The heat data correspond to the
average of three replicates, and the error bars show the whole range of heat calculated for
three pastes. GO temporarily retards the clinker hydration.

309

The observations in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 are unusual and surprising, particularly

310

in light of previous reports where GO was found to accelerate alite [5] and PC

311

[20, 25, 26, 38] hydration. To our knowledge, this is the first time that GO has

312

been found to act as a retarder during a chemical reaction involving dissolution

313

and precipitation. The usual expectation is that adding GO in cement pastes

314

should only accelerate cement hydration [7]. This is because GO (even if only

315

present in aggregated form [5, 25, 26]) serves as an extra surface for the growth
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316

of hydration precipitates [9, 10, 12, 14, 16], which increases the rate of precip-

317

itation and drives the overall rate of hydration reactions towards acceleration

318

[5]. However, results shown in Fig. 8 do not follow this pattern, indicating that

319

GO acts differently during clinker hydration compared to alite and PC.

320

The reason(s) why GO retards clinker hydration is not straightforward to

321

identify, but we herein propose a number of hypotheses. The process of clinker

322

hydration consists of a series of complex dissolution and precipitation reactions,

323

all of which initiate at the liquid-solid interface. If GO delays the hydration,

324

it must somehow hinders these dissolution and/or precipitation reactions. This

325

could occur if:

326

1. GO directly reduces the rate of dissolution by binding to the active dis-

327

solution sites on the surface of clinker grains; that is the retardation is a

328

dissolution-controlled phenomenon at the surface of hydrating grains.

329

2. GO limits the nucleation and growth of hydration precipitates, either by

330

reducing the bulk concentration of dissolved ions required to form the

331

nuclei of hydrates or by preventing the diffusion of ions at the liquid-solid

332

interface. The former is a process controlled within the bulk pore solution

333

whereas the latter occurs in the diffusion layer on the grain surfaces.

334

The first mechanism is highly unlikely. During the first few days of hydration,

335

alite and aluminate (C3 A doped by alkali metals) phases are by far the most

336

reactive minerals in clinker grains [45]. The overall rate of heat evolution ( dQ
dt )

337

in Fig. 7 is the superposition of the heat released or used by the hydration

338

reactions, as described by Eq. 1:
n
m
X
X
dQ
dαi
dβj
(t) =
∆Hi (t) +
∆Hj (t),
dt
dt
dt
i=1
j=1

(1)

339

where ∆Hi is the dissolution enthalpy of cement phase i (amongst n phases),

340

and ∆Hj is the enthalpy of the formation of hydration products j (amongst m

341

phases).

342

by which hydration product j forms. In general, the dissolution of alite and

dαi
dt

is the rate by which phase i dissolves in water, and
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dβj
dt

is the rate

343

aluminate phases in water is an exothermic process and the major contributor

344

to the net heat flow of clinker hydration [45, 46], whereas the precipitation of

345

hydration products are mostly endothermic except for the formation of calcium

346

aluminate hydrates which are exothermic [45, 47, 48]. From Fig. 7, it appears

347

that GO simply retards the whole hydration of clinker without changing the

348

overall shape of the calorimetry curve. We know from Fig. 8 that GO does

349

not retard the dissolution of alite, therefore it follows that GO should have

350

retarded the dissolution of aluminate. If GO selectively retarded the dissolution

351

of aluminate, the resulting hydration curves would either show separate peaks

352

or a drop in the maximum heat flow, according to Eq. 1. Although some of

353

the clinker data in Fig. 8 show a small reduction in the value of maximum

354

heat flow, this is not the dominant effect and the hydration curves never show

355

separated peaks. Therefore, it seems reasonable to infer that the effect of GO on

356

clinker hydration is not dissolution-controlled, and that the origin of retardation

357

involves the hydration of both alite and aluminate phases.

358

It is accepted that the nucleation and growth of precipitates is the rate-

359

controlling step during the acceleration period in calorimtery curves [49–51].

360

This implies that the lower the rate of precipitation, the lower the slope of the

361

calorimetry curve during the acceleration period. It is clear from Fig. 7 that

362

GO reduces this slope, and this reinforces the conclusion that GO delays the

363

precipitation reactions and not the dissolution of the clinker grains.

364

The precipitation reactions can be retarded in two ways. The first is that

365

GO remains in the paste pore solution and forms complex with cations (e.g.

366

calcium). Evidence exists that GO contains about 1.6-3.7 mmol/g of carboxylate

367

sites in its molecular structure [5]. Complexation of GO with calcium could drop

368

the calcium concentration in the bulk pore solution. This could then prevent

369

the ionic composition required to reach the supersaturation level of precipitates

370

(e.g. C–(A)–S–H), thereby delaying both the formation of initial nuclei as well

371

as the subsequent growth of hydrates. If this occurred, a similar behaviour

372

would be expected to take place when GO is added in alite paste [52]. However,

373

alite hydration is not retarded, as shown in Fig. 8; therefore, it can be inferred
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374

that retardation is not controlled by a process occurring within the pore solution

375

either.

376

The only remaining possibility is that GO affects the nucleation of hydrates

377

from within the diffusion layer close to the surface of clinker grains. At the

378

clinker surface, GO may delay the diffusion of ions released from the dissolution

379

of clinker, thereby delaying the time required for ions to come together and form

380

the first nuclei of hydrates. This hypothesis does not necessarily imply that GO

381

acts as a physical barrier for the diffusion of ions. It may only temporarily affect

382

the ionic concentration at the liquid-solid interface, possibly by complexation

383

with calcium.

384

The exact reactions involved are difficult to determine and the precise role

385

of GO on clinker surfaces remains unclear. Since GO has no retarding effect

386

on alite hydration [5], it is plausible that other crystallites in clinker, such as

387

aluminate phase, controls the attraction of GO to the clinker grains. Addi-

388

tional calorimetry experiments to characterise the interaction of GO with these

389

phases could be helpful, but this is beyond the scope of this study. A possible

390

contributing factor to the surface interaction could be the carboxylated group of

391

GO. Carboxyl sites, which deprotonate in alkaline solutions, allow GO layers to

392

acquire a negative electrostatic charge, causing them to adsorb onto the clinker

393

surfaces with positive charges [5, 32]. However, it is not straightforward to

394

identify exactly which minerals (cement phases and hydration products) could

395

provide such positive charges. It has been reported that the zeta-potential of

396

C3 A particles is positive in water, whereas C3 S is negatively charged [34, 53].

397

However, there seems to be no general agreement on the charge characteristics

398

of these phases, as some suggest that both C3 S and C3 A are positively charged

399

in aqueous suspensions [35]. In any case, zeta-potential only provides the net

400

charge in a system, and since cement particles are quite reactive in water, it is

401

extremely difficult to separate the charge of the grain surfaces from that of the

402

ions in the pore solution or the hydration products.

403

The scatter of the data shown in Fig. 8 and the retarding-accelerating effect

404

observed in Fig. 9 could be due to the complexities involved in the interaction
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405

of GO with clinker surfaces. It is possible that GO has a mixed accelerating

406

and retarding effect in the paste, depending on whether it is in the pore solution

407

or at the clinker surface. In the former case, it could provide extra surface for

408

the growth of hydrates, which would accelerate hydration. In the latter case, it

409

would hinder hydration. This mixed behaviour is quite probable as the surface of

410

clinker grains are heterogeneous in charge density and mineralogical composition

411

[34, 35], so that some of the GO layers could remain in the pore solution while

412

the rest binds to the clinker surface. The degree of GO aggregation in the paste

413

pore solution as well as the distribution of the carboxyl sites around the edges of

414

GO layers could be quite variable, which further contributes to the complexity

415

of the observed phenomena.

416

It was also found that the dilution of the paste with water decreases the

417

extent of retardation. Fig. 10 shows how GO affects the position of the peak

418

in the calorimetric curves of clinker hydration, obtained for pastes with various

419

water-to-clinker ratios. It can be seen that as the total aqueous volume increases,

420

GO retards the hydration less. Some samples with water-to clinker ratio of 0.6

421

even show an accelerating effect. This indicates that the aqueous volume in

422

clinker paste plays a determinant role in the extent to which GO retards clinker

423

hydration. This may be because the distance between the clinker particles

424

contributes to the GO retarding effect: the higher the distance between the

425

particles, the lower the GO tendency to bind to clinker surfaces. If this were

426

the case, some physical processes could control the retarding effect of GO. For

427

instance, the shear between GO and cement particles during mixing could play

428

a role. Another possible interpretation of the effect of water content is that,

429

at low water-to-solid ratio, GO binds to an amorphous precipitate (with a size

430

of couple of nanometers) on the clinker surfaces while mixing the paste. The

431

binding of GO to this phase is responsible for the retardation. The aqueous

432

volume plays an important role here, as it controls the supersaturation level

433

of the paste pore solution with respect to this precipitate. As more water is

434

included in the paste, the supersaturation degree reduces and so less precipitate

435

forms; that is GO makes less interaction with the surface of hydrating grains.
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436

However, it is difficult to investigate these processes directly as the GO effect

437

on hydration is highly variable.

Fig. 10: Effect of water to clinker ratio (w/s) on the extent to which the presence of GO in
clinker pastes alter the position of peak in calorimetry curves. The higher the aqueous volume,
the lower the extent of clinker retardation.

438

3.2. Effect of GO on the hydration of PC

439

This section investigates the effect of GO on PC hydration. Fig. 11 shows

440

the rate of heat evolution for the reaction of PC with water in the absence or

441

presence of GO. All heat evolution curves are consistent with the typical trend

442

of PC hydration, with only two significant heat flow maxima throughout the

443

hydration (magnified for clarity in the inset in Fig. 11). The first peak is mostly

444

related to the dissolution of alite as well as the precipitation of portlandite and

445

C–(A)–S–H phases, whereas the second peak is attributed to the dissolution of

446

the aluminate phase and the precipitation of ettringite although alite hydration

447

also contributes to this peak [45]. These calorimetry data show that GO in-

448

creases the level of heat flow during the acceleration period as well as for the

449

maximum value reached at the peak. The time of the maximum heat flow is

450

almost unchanged. It can be observed from Fig. 11 that the effect of GO on

451

the peak of alite reaction is different to that of the aluminate phase, the latter
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452

being more pronounced. We discuss the significance of alite reaction peak in

453

this section while the aluminate reaction will be discussed in Section 3.3.

Fig. 11: Heat evolution patterns of PC hydration in the absence and presence of 0.08% GO
(this ratio is with respect to PC mass), measured for pastes with water-to-solid ratio of 0.4.
Data shown here were averaged from three independent replicates, and error bars show the
whole range of values.

454

The accelerating effect of GO observed in Fig. 11 for alite peak is consistent

455

with previous reports [20, 25, 38]. However, the extent of the effect observed here

456

is barely significant and is similar to that observed for pure alite hydration [5].

457

Past studies proposed that GO provides a significant amount of surface area

458

in PC pastes, and that this additional surface area is directly related to the

459

degree of acceleration [20]. Hou et al. recently simulated the interface between

460

GO (only containing hydroxyl group) and a tobermorite-like structure with and

461

without the presence of aluminium (C–(A)–S–H) [38]. They suggested that the

462

GO/C–(A)–S–H interface has a hydrophilic nature, and that the GO surface is

463

highly reactive, causing the nuclei of hydrates to easily form on its surface [38].

464

Li et al. also claimed that C–S–H forms on the GO “single” layers in dilute

465

suspension, prepared from mixing sodium silicate and calcium nitrate with a

466

pH maintained at 12 [54]. Therefore, there seems to be a general consensus that

467

GO adds a significant amount of active surface area for nucleation in PC pastes.

468

To better appreciate the GO effectiveness as a nucleation surface, Fig. 12
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469

compares how two solid additives, namely GO and quartz, affect the kinetics of

470

PC hydration. Quartz was chosen for comparison because it is inert during PC

471

hydration [55], and its effect on hydration is mainly physical, by providing extra

472

surface for nucleation. In Fig. 12, the data for PC pastes mixed with quartz are

473

reproduced from the two studies by Berodier and Scrivener [55] and Oey et al.

474

[56]. For these data, the studies estimated that the presence of quartz particles

475

increases the total surface area of the paste by about 0.1-0.3 m2 per gram of

476

solid. On the other hand, if we assume that GO remains in the form of single

477

layers as claimed formerly, then the total surface available for precipitations in

478

PC pastes containing 0.08% GO is about 1.6-1.8 m2 per gram of solid. This

479

range was calculated considering that a GO single layer has a surface area of

480

1500-1700 m2 /g [5], and PC used in this study has a BET surface area of 0.46

481

m2 /g. Overall, this means that GO would add to the paste an extra surface of

482

about 1.2 m2 /g. It is clear from Fig. 12 that GO and quartz have a similar effect

483

on PC hydration, implying that the contribution of GO as nucleation surface in

484

PC-GO pastes is not commensurate with the amount of extra surface that GO

485

single layers would provide. To put these results into perspective, Fig. 12 also

486

shows two dots for pure alite hydration, based on the calorimetry data reported

487

by Costoya [57]. These dots show that when the total surface area in alite paste

488

is increased by 1 or 2 m2 /g (by changing the powder fineness from 82µm to

489

18µm or 13µm, resp.), the maximum heat flow also increases by 1 or 2 mW/g.

490

If GO provided 1.2 m2 /g of extra surface area, one would expect the change in

491

hydration to be much more significant. Therefore, it is likely that GO does not

492

remain in the single layer form in PC pastes, or if it does, its surface is not very

493

active for nucleation. This conclusion is further confirmed in Section 3.6, where

494

we show that GO could actually be a very active nucleation surface.

495

3.3. Effect of GO on hydration of clinker-gypsum or clinker-limestone

496

GO retards clinker hydration but accelerates PC hydration. To help identify

497

the factor(s) causing this difference, calorimetry experiments were conducted

498

multiple times on samples where clinker was partially replaced by gypsum to
23

Fig. 12: Effect of GO and quartz on the heat evolution pattern of PC and alite hydration. Data
for alite+GO is from [5] for 0.08% GO and water-to-solid ratio of 0.4. PC+GO was obtained
from multiple replicates in this study for the same water and GO content. PC+quartz and
PC+quartz* were based on data reported in [56] and [55], respectively. x refers to samples
with solid additives. Data shown for alite is based on calorimetry tests reported by Costoya
[57] for various alite fineness.

499

obtain pastes with compositions closer to PC. Two clinker-gypsum systems were

500

produced: in one, clinker was substituted with 2.5% wt.% gypsum, while in the

501

other with 5% wt.% gypsum. The heat evolution patterns of these two clinker-

502

gypsum systems are shown in Fig. 13. In agreement with the data shown for

503

PC hydration in Fig. 11, all clinker-gypsum samples undergo acceleration in the

504

presence of GO. Therefore, the presence of gypsum counteracts the retarding

505

effect of GO in clinker pastes. As the retardation in clinker-GO pastes was quite

506

variable, calorimetry tests were also repeated multiple times both for PC and

507

for gypsum-clinker systems. Fig. 14 shows the extent to which GO alters the

508

position of the first peak. It can be observed that GO has an accelerating effect

509

on both systems in all repeated measurements with much less scatter than that

510

previously observed in clinker pastes.

511

It is well known that gypsum retards the hydration of the aluminate phase

512

in clinker. This retardation was once attributed to the formation of a hydrate

513

layer acting as a permeable barrier on the aluminate surface, thereby hindering
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Fig. 13: Heat evolution curves of clinker-gypsum hydration with and without adding 0.04%
and 0.08% GO (with respect to PC mass). Gypsum is used in substitution of clinker, and all
pastes had a water-to-solid ratio of 0.4.

514

the diffusion of ions and water molecules. This theory is now considered un-

515

likely [51]. Minard et al. [58] proposed that the slowdown in C3 A hydration is

516

caused by the adsorption of sulphate ions on the active dissolution sites in C3 A,

517

reducing the rate of dissolution. This happens because gypsum is highly soluble

518

and quickly releases sulphate ions both in the solution and in the close vicinity

519

of the aluminate surfaces. Similarly, when water (with or without GO) is added

520

to the clinker-gypsum or PC systems, sulphate adsorbs onto the aluminate sites

521

in clinker surfaces. Therefore, it is reasonable to conclude that it is the sulphate

522

ions that counteract the clinker-GO retardation. Since sulphate adsorption oc25

Fig. 14: Effect of GO on the change of maximum heat flow and the time at the peak rate,
obtained from isothermal calorimetry tests for pastes made of either PC or clinker-substituted
gypsum and limestone. All pastes had water-to-solid ratio of 0.4. Limestone and gypsum were
used in 2.5% wt.% substitution of clinker.

523

curs at the liquid-solid interface and it is the only possible change that could

524

occur to clinker grains, our previous hypothesis that GO retards hydration via

525

a surface-controlled process is further supported. Sulphate counteracts the re-

526

tarding effect of GO as it alters the surface characteristics of clinker grains.

527

This finding is also consistent with the sulphate-adsorption theory proposed in

528

[51, 58] and to our knowledge, it is the first direct observation that sulphate

529

changes the clinker surfaces while mixing the paste. Based on the hypotheses

530

made in this study, sulphate changes the properties of the clinker grains in two

531

ways: either it switches the charge of the C3 A surfaces from positive to negative,

532

preventing GO from adsorption onto this phase; or it precludes the formation

533

of the amorphous precipitate to which GO binds and retards the hydration.

534

Comparing Fig. 13 and Fig. 14 with Fig. 7, it appears that gypsum plays an

535

important role in preventing GO from retarding clinker hydration. There are

536

two characteristics of gypsum that are at play: its high solubility and its affinity

537

with the aluminate phase. To confirm this, Fig. 14 also presents the effect of

538

GO on clinker hydration in the presence of limestone. Unlike gypsum, limestone
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539

is significantly less soluble, and it has no retarding effect on the hydration of

540

the alite or aluminate phases. It can be seen from Fig. 14 that GO retards

541

clinker-limestone hydration in a similar way that it does clinker hydration.

542

GO affects the position of the aluminate shoulder in the hydration curves.

543

From Fig. 11 and Fig. 13, GO significantly accelerates the hydration of the alu-

544

minate phase but has little effect on the first peak (alite). A similar behaviour

545

has often been observed for PC pastes where cement is partially replaced by

546

fillers such as quartz or limestone [51, 55, 56, 59]. The exact reason behind the

547

acceleration is controversial, but it has often been attributed to three possible

548

mechanisms. In the first one, the filler dilutes the paste thereby increasing the

549

total water to cement ratio, thus providing more water, which in turn causes

550

more hydration [46, 51]. According to the second mechanism, the filler provides

551

extra surface area for the nucleation of hydrates [59]. As more hydration prod-

552

ucts form, the reactions tend to accelerate. The third mechanism, suggested

553

by Quennoz and Scrivener [46], states that C–(A)–S–H gel formed during alite

554

hydration takes up sulphate ions, which limits the extent to which sulphate re-

555

tards aluminate dissolution. Based on the data shown in Fig. 13, pastes were

556

neither diluted nor did GO provide any significant amount of surface for the

557

formation of hydrates [5]. It appears that GO behaves in a way which is con-

558

sistent with the third mechanism. Further quantitative analyses are necessary

559

for a detailed understanding of this mechanism, but it could occur as follows. A

560

number of simultaneous reactions take place before the second peak in Fig. 13:

561

alite dissolves to form C–(A)–S–H and Ca(OH)2 , and C3 A and gypsum dissolve

562

to form ettringite [45, 46]. During these processes, the C–(A)–S–H gel removes

563

sulphate from the paste pore solution as it forms. This prevents sulphate from

564

interacting with C3 A surfaces, resulting in the hydration of this phase being

565

less retarded. Once gypsum is fully dissolved (i.e. there is no supply of sulphate

566

from gypsum), some of the ettringite precipitates become unstable and dissolve

567

into the paste solution, generating sulphate ions. In addition to this, sulphate

568

also desorbs from the C–(A)–S–H gel and participates in a reaction with C3 A to

569

form monosulphoaluminate [46, 51]. This reaction would cause the second peak
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570

in Fig. 13. It is also expected that ettringite continues to form in this system

571

after the second peak, unlike pure C3 A-gypsum systems where ettringite fully

572

dissolves and converts to monosulphate [60]. Overall, the acceleration observed

573

in the calorimetry data could have simply resulted from the increasing formation

574

of C–(A)–S–H onto which sulphate ions absorb.

575

3.4. Dominant role of GO in PC paste

576

Previous reports suggested that GO adsorbs onto the surface of PC particles

577

while mixing the paste [33], as also discussed in the introduction. However,

578

based on the results shown in Sections 3.1-3.3, if GO interacts with the surface

579

of hydrating particles, one should clearly expect a delay in hydration. Given

580

that retardation does not occur during PC-GO hydration, the surface interaction

581

suggested in previous studies seems unlikely. The key phase that prevents GO

582

from interacting with the surface of PC particles is gypsum. Therefore, the

583

dominant behaviour of GO in PC pastes is that it aggregates in the pore solution

584

of paste (away from the surfaces of PC particles), and serves for the nucleation

585

and growth of hydration precipitates although the extent of this effect is small.

586

3.5. Strengthening mechanism of graphene oxide in cement paste

587

According to previous reports, GO improves the mechanical properties of

588

hydrated cement pastes. However, the strength data are often reported as a

589

function of time. This makes it difficult to differentiate the main factor con-

590

tributing to the strength improvements. In this section, we report the compres-

591

sive strengths as a function of hydration heat (as a proxy for hydration degree)

592

for PC and clinker pastes containing various amounts of GO. This allows us to

593

assess the strength improvements as hydration advances over time.

594

Fig. 15 shows the total heat of hydration measured for PC and clinker pastes

595

using isothermal calorimetry. The dominant effect of GO is that it increases the

596

extent of PC and clinker hydrations. We used the value of heat at 7, 14 and 28

597

days of hydration to prepare Fig. 16, where the strength of either PC (Fig. 16a)

598

or clinker pastes (Fig. 16b) is presented as a function of total heat. Strength
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599

tests were conducted on 25 mm cubes according to the method described in

600

Section 2.4. Pastes for calorimetry were prepared following the same method

601

used for the cubes, including the time and speed of mixing. The only difference

602

is that pastes for strength tests were cured in saturated lime aqueous solution

603

after 24 hours while calorimetry pastes were not exposed to extra water at

604

all. These two systems are different in how they harden over time. Samples

605

hydrated in lime-water develop more strength compared to calorimetry pastes,

606

so the strength and hydration data shown in Fig. 16 are not directly correlated

607

to each other for a single sample. However, changes of heat and strength for a

608

GO-containing paste can be compared in relative terms to the plain paste.

609

Fig. 16a shows the strength-heat data for hardened PC pastes. For plain

610

samples, it can be seen that strength increases as hydration proceeds. Lines

611

were fitted to the data to show the trend in the strength-heat data. Two types

612

of behaviour can be observed from Fig. 16a or b, depending on the concentration

613

of GO. At low GO concentrations (0.02% and 0.04%), the strength increases in

614

some cases by as much as ∼5 MPa, but this seems to be correlated to the change

615

in the hydration heat. Comparing plain and GO-containing samples, there is no

616

evidence that GO increases strength more than it enhances hydration. However,

617

at higher GO concentration (0.08%), strength degrades and is clearly less well

618

correlated to the change in hydration (compared to the plain pastes). Although

619

samples with GO hydrates faster than plain pastes, this trend does not follow

620

that of strength development. A similar behaviour can also be observed for

621

clinker pastes, as shown in Fig. 16b. The strength degradation is probably be-

622

cause GO introduces defects in the paste matrix, by causing a poor connectivity

623

between the hydration products.

624

From our data, GO either slightly increases the compressive strength of PC

625

and clinker pastes, or degrades it. Given that the GO strengthening follows the

626

change in the degree of hydration heat (as shown for both PC and clinker), it

627

is reasonable to suggest that GO improves the strength only by increasing the

628

hydration degree. If GO had reinforced the paste or improved any microstruc-

629

tural features (as claimed in previous reports [7, 9–11, 15, 17, 18, 20, 25, 26]) in
29

Fig. 15: Total heat of hydration as a function of time (hours), measured using isothermal
calorimetry. Data are for (a) clinker and (b) PC pastes over 28 days of hydration at 20 ◦ C.
Samples contained 0, 0.02%, 0.04% or 0.08% GO. Patterns for pastes with 0.02% GO was
very close to the plain paste and is not shown in this figure.

630

any substantial way, then one would expect the strength to advance much more

631

than hydration, but this is not observed here.

632

3.6. Effect of GO-PCE on alite and PC hydration

633

It has often been stated that PCE copolymer prevents GO from aggregation

634

both in Ca(OH)2 electrolytes as well as in PC pastes [23, 24, 39, 40]. This section

635

investigates the validity of this claim for pastes with water-to-solid ratios of 0.4.

636

We examine the extent to which PCE-stabilised GO affects the kinetics of alite

637

and PC hydration. Based on the results shown in Section 3.2, GO aggregates in

638

PC paste pore solution while mixing the paste and it behaves as an almost inert

639

material. This occurs as GO loses the majority of its oxygen-based functional

640

groups in the alkaline environment of the paste, and it transforms into a much

641

less hydrophilic material [5]. This makes GO a fairly ineffective nucleation

642

surface in the paste (similar to quartz), with only a slight accelerating effect on

643

the hydration kinetics. To test whether PCE disperses GO in cement pastes and

644

alters its behaviour, GO colloids containing different amounts of PCE copolymer
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Fig. 16: Compressive strengths as function of total hydration heat. Data are for (a) PC and
(b) clinker. The error bars show two times standard deviation. Lines are linear fits to the
data. Data points are for 7 (the lowest values), 14 and 28 (the highest values) days. Both
heat as well as strength are the increasing function of time.

645

were used to prepare pastes made of either alite or PC binders. Control samples

646

were pastes without GO but with PCE. The heat released from these pastes was

647

monitored using isothermal calorimetry.

648

Fig. 17 shows the degree of alite hydration, α (solid lines), and the rate of

649

heat flow, dQ/dt (dashed lines), as functions of time, acquired from calorimetry

650

tests for various alite-PCE-GO pastes. α was estimated by dividing the total

651

heat of hydration at each time step by the enthalpy of alite hydration which is

652

517 J/g [47]. All ratios shown in Fig. 17 are with respect to alite mass.
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Fig. 17: Effect of GO on the pattern of alite hydration measured for various alite-PCE systems
with: (a) 20 mg (0.5% wt.%), (b) 30 mg (0.75% wt.%), (c) 40 mg (1% wt.%), (d) 80 mg (2%
wt.%) PCE included in the paste. The wt.% values correspond to PCE:alite mass ratio. Water
to alite mass ratio was fixed to 0.4. Two GO colloids with concentrations of 1 mg/mL and 2
mg/mL were used to prepare the pastes, which resulted in samples with GO:alite mass ratio
of either 0.04% or 0.08% wt.%. Note that the data in (a) and (b) are shown for 48 hours when
the main hydration peak occurs, whereas (c) and (d) show the calorimetry pattern for 140
hours. Dashed lines show the rate of heat evolution, whereas the solid lines show the degree
of hydration (α).

653

Fig. 17a shows the hydration of alite paste containing 0.5% PCE, with or

654

without the presence of 0.04% and 0.08% wt.% GO. All calorimetry patterns are

655

almost the same, and GO has no particular effect on hydration. This observation

656

is similar to that made from the calorimetry data reported for alite-GO systems

657

without PCE in [5], where GO aggregated in the paste and made little contri-

658

bution as a nucleation surface to the hydration. Fig. 17b shows the hydration of

659

alite-GO paste containing 0.75% PCE. In this case, GO has an accelerating ef-

660

fect on hydration. At a given time of hydration, the alite-PCE pastes containing

661

GO are at a higher degree of hydration compared to the plain paste. GO also

662

increases the rate of heat evolution during the acceleration period, and it short-
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663

ens the induction period. However, there is no significant difference between

664

the pastes containing 0.04% and 0.08% GO. Finally, Fig. 17c and Fig. 17d show

665

that GO accelerates alite hydration in pastes with 1% and 2% PCE. In these

666

systems, the effect of various GO concentrations can be clearly distinguished.

667

Overall, PCE copolymer retards alite hydration. This behaviour was expected,

668

as PCE acts as a retarder during cement hydration [34, 45, 61, 62]. As more

669

PCE is added to the paste, the hydration is retarded more (Figs. 17a-d). How-

670

ever, GO reduces the extent of the retardation in some cases (e.g. Figs. 17b-d):

671

at low PCE:GO ratio, GO is not active during hydration, whereas at higher

672

PCE:GO ratio, it accelerates the hydration.

673

The key finding is that PCE retards alite hydration but GO could mitigate

674

it to some extent. This reveals the rate-controlling step for PCE-alite hydra-

675

tion, which has already been the subject of some controversy [34, 45, 61, 62].

676

There are three competing theories on how PCE molecules retard alite hydra-

677

tion: they either (i) form complexes with Ca2+ ions in the paste pore solution

678

[34, 62], or (ii) adsorb onto the nuclei of hydration products and/or the sur-

679

face of anhydrous grains [34, 45], or (iii) prevent the diffusion of ions at the

680

cement-solution interface [34]. These phenomena mainly control the rate of two

681

processes during hydration; alite dissolution, or the nucleation and growth of

682

hydration products. One way to find the rate-controlling process is to add seeds

683

(usually C–S–H) to alite/cement pastes [49]. If seeds increase the rate of hydra-

684

tion, the rate-controlling step seems to be the nucleation and growth process

685

[49]. If they do not accelerate the hydration, the rate-controlling process is dis-

686

solution [63]. In the case of the data in Fig. 17, GO behaves in a similar way

687

to C–S–H seeds. GO accelerates alite-PCE hydration because it serves for the

688

nucleation of precipitates and encourages the formation of hydration products

689

[5], which PCE would otherwise hinder. Therefore, it seems likely that PCE

690

limits the nucleation and growth process and not the dissolution. At least, this

691

should be the case for most of the hydration, but it is also possible that the

692

rate-controlling step switches from dissolution to nucleation during the induc-

693

tion period. This twofold behaviour is quite plausible for cement hydration in
33

694

the presence of additives [63].

695

Fig. 18 shows the BSE-SEM micrographs of hydrated alite pastes containing

696

2% PCE with and without the addition of 0.08% GO. These samples were hy-

697

drated for 14 days and then impregnated with resin. The micrograph in Fig. 18a

698

indicates that in the absence of GO, the hydration precipitates formed primar-

699

ily around the alite particles. The dark-black regions in Fig. 18a indicates the

700

pore space in the paste. The alite-PCE system containing GO has a completely

701

different micrograph, as shown in Fig. 18b. It can be seen that the formation

702

of hydration products is not limited to the surface of alite particles. GO layers

703

seem to be dispersed in the pore solution of the paste, away from the surface

704

of the alite particles, where they served for the nucleation and growth of hy-

705

drates. The black pore spaces clearly visible in Fig. 18a are no longer obvious

706

in Fig. 18b. This is because GO encourages the formation of hydrates in the

707

presence of PCE, and as a result, precipitation is not limited to the alite surfaces

708

in Fig. 18b.

709

The above observation also indicates that GO can become an active nucle-

710

ation surface during alite hydration but only if a sufficient amount of PCE is

711

present in the paste. We propose that this behaviour happens because PCE

712

prevents GO from aggregating in the paste. It is also likely that PCE preserves

713

the majority of the GO functional groups in the paste solution, making the GO

714

surfaces active for the formation of the hydrates nuclei. The extent to which

715

PCE prevents the GO aggregation depends on its quantity in the paste. In a

716

way, this finding also supports the hypothesis proposed in [5] and in Section 3.2

717

that GO aggregates in the paste, causing little effect on alite and PC hydration.

718

Unlike alite systems, the effectiveness of PCE at dispersing GO in PC pastes

719

is markedly different. Calorimetry tests were conducted on PC pastes with

720

various PCE concentrations (0.5%, 1%, 2%, 5% wt.%). The effect of GO on

721

the position of the main peak in the calorimetry curves is presented in Fig. 19.

722

For comparison, results for alite-PCE pastes are also shown in this figure. PCE

723

causes GO to significantly accelerate alite hydration. In some cases, the time

724

of the calorimetry peak occurs 45 hours earlier. However, it seems that GO
34

Fig. 18: BSE–SEM micrograph of hydrated alite paste containing 80 mg PCE (2% wt.%
of alite mass) mixed with 1.6 mL aqueous solution of (a) plain de-ionised water and (b) 2
mg/mL GO (0.08% wt.% of alite mass). Both pastes had a water to alite mass ratio of 0.4
and hydrated for 14 days. Note that white and gray areas correspond to the alite particles and
hydration products, respectively. The black regions which is more evident in (a), is related to
the areas impregnated with epoxy resin, i.e. the pore regions in the actual paste.

Fig. 19: Effect of 0.08% GO on the change of maximum heat flow and the time at the peak
rate, obtained for alite and PC pastes. All pastes had water-to-solid ratio of 0.4. PCE ratios
are clearly tagged for alite pastes. Data shown for PC pastes were obtained with the addition
of 0.5%, 1%, 2% and 5% wt.% PCE; however as the calorimetry patterns showed no significant
difference, only a cluster of points are presented.

725

has no particular effect on PC-PCE hydration. As an example, Fig. 20 shows

726

the hydration of PC in the presence of 5% PCE and 0.08% GO. GO has little

727

effect on the position of the main peak, and it makes almost no change to the

728

rate of heat flow during the acceleration period. This behaviour is similar to

35

Fig. 20: Effect of 0.08% wt.% GO on the pattern of PC hydration, in the presence of 5% wt.%
PCE copolymer. All pastes had water-to-solid ratio of 0.4. Dashed lines show the rate of heat
evolution (dQ/dt), whereas the solid lines show the total heat (Q).

729

the hydration of alite-GO without PCE [5] and is reminiscent of Fig. 17a where

730

PCE is ineffective at dispersing GO. Overall, these findings confirm that PCE

731

hardly prevents GO from aggregating in PC pastes, as it acts rather differently

732

in PC paste compared to alite systems in Figs. 17b-d. This also implies that

733

the strength improvements reported in previous studies [23, 24, 39, 40] resulted

734

from the presence of GO aggregates rather than well-dispersed GO, as these

735

studies only used 1% and 2% of PCE to mix GO with PC pastes.

736

We hypothesise that the difference in PCE effectiveness between PC and alite

737

systems lies in the reactivity of these two binders, the complexity of their pore

738

solution, and how PCE interacts with the surface of the hydrating particles

739

as well as the hydration products. To appreciate why PCE is ineffective in

740

PC paste, we herein outline the principle by which PCE prevents GO from

741

aggregation in Ca(OH)2 electrolytes. Based on the mechanisms explained in

742

the introduction and in [5], PCE essentially precludes GO from participating

743

in two chemical reactions: (i) calcium complexation with the carboxyl sites in

744

GO; (ii) the reaction of hydroxide ions with non-carboxyl functional groups in

745

GO. PCE does these because:
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746

• It contains acidic sites with a high tendency to form complex with calcium

747

[62]. The acidic carboxyl radicals in PCE react with Ca2+ . This reaction

748

seems to be thermodynamically favourable compared to GO-Ca2+ com-

749

plexation, which minimises the extent to which calcium interacts with

750

GO.

751

• It prevents the reaction of hydroxide ions with GO. PCE supplies H+

752

dissociated from its carboxyl (COOH) sites, forming water together with

753

OH− .

754

In alite paste, the system is rather simple and the pore solution of the paste

755

mainly contains calcium, hydroxide and silicate ions. When water containing

756

PCE and GO is mixed with alite particles, GO mostly remains in the pore

757

solution [5], whereas some PCE adsorbs on alite surfaces and some remains in

758

the solution [34, 61]. In the solution, PCE competes with GO for reacting with

759

calcium and hydroxide. As long as there exists a sufficient amount of PCE in

760

the solution, GO remains dispersed. The effect of PCE-to-GO ratio is clear

761

from Fig. 17.

762

Unlike alite, PCE is ineffective in PC paste, mainly because: (i) when PC

763

is mixed with water, more than one phase immediately dissolves, enriching

764

the pore solution with various divalent and trivalent cations; (ii) most of the

765

PCE adsorbs on the surface cement grains, and/or it intercalates in some of

766

the hydration products. It is highly likely that PCE immediately reaches its

767

complexation capacity in PC paste due to the high ionic strength of the paste

768

solution. At that point, GO is exposed to cations and hydroxide ions, forming

769

clusters. It is possible that the majority of PCE molecules are removed from the

770

pore solution while they are mixed with PC in the paste, as PCE tend to adsorb

771

onto the surface of aluminate phase [34, 61]. PCE could also co-precipitate with

772

C–S–H and ettringite while mixing the paste [64, 65], being removed from the

773

paste solution. All of these would limit the role of PCE in the paste solution as

774

anti-coagulant.
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775

4. Conclusions

776

Hydration of PC and clinker pastes was studied in the absence and presence

777

of GO, using a series of isothermal calorimetry experiments. GO retarded clinker

778

hydration but accelerated PC hydration. We proposed that the retardation was

779

due to the interaction of GO with the surface of hydrating clinker particles,

780

which temporarily hindered the formation of precipitates nuclei. The exact

781

cause for the attraction of GO to clinker surface remains unclear, but phases

782

other than alite are key to understanding this behaviour. We suggested that

783

aluminate phase could play a major role, but this needs to be investigated

784

in future studies. Our results also show that the presence of gypsum in PC

785

prevented GO from being a retarder during hydration. Since gypsum is soluble,

786

we propose the sulphate ions released from gypsum dissolution immediately

787

altered the surface characteristics of clinker particles which prevented GO from

788

interacting with the grain surfaces.

789

Compressive strength tests were performed on paste cubes made of either

790

PC or clinker. Strength data were reported as a function of hydration heat

791

which was measured using isothermal calorimeter. Results indicated that GO

792

enhanced the strength of PC and clinker pastes when the GO content was low

793

(e.g. 0.02% or 0.04%). However, the extent of this strength improvement was

794

small (∼5 MPa) and seemed correlated to the change in the hydration heat. We

795

found no evidence that GO improves strength more than it enhances hydration.

796

This could imply that the reinforcing effect formerly assumed for the role of GO

797

in cement pastes is not substantial.

798

Finally, this study revisited the claims from previous reports that PCE

799

copolymer prevents GO from aggregation in PC pastes. Various GO-PCE col-

800

loids were prepared, each with a different PCE/GO ratio. They were used to

801

prepare pastes made of either alite or PC. GO significantly accelerated the ki-

802

netics of alite-PCE hydration. In this case, PCE allowed GO to become an

803

active seed for the nucleation and growth of hydration precipitates. This was

804

because PCE reduced the extent to which GO aggregates in the pore solution
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805

of alite paste. On the other hand, PCE was found to be ineffective in prevent-

806

ing GO from aggregation in PC pastes. This is mostly because PCE tend to

807

adsorb on cement grains or co-precipitate with some of the hydration products,

808

all of which remove PCE from the paste pore solution and make it difficult to

809

prevent GO from clustering. This also suggests that the strength improvements

810

reported for PC-GO-PCE systems in previous reports were not caused by the

811

presence of well-dispersed GO, and that the strengths were increased only due

812

to the change in the hydration degree.
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